
SPCL 400.004: Lingering Injustice: The Rise of Human Trafficking in  

Post-Conflict Areas 

 

Instructor: Libby Longino 

Phone: (214) 886 – 9221 

Email: libbylongino@gmail.com 

Class meeting: W, 4:30 – 6:30 

Room: Graham 038 

Course credit: 1 hour, pass/fail 

 

Course description 

 The spread of human trafficking and the rise of the modern-day slave trade have 

resulted in the subjugation, abuse, and degradation of millions of men, women, and 

children.  In particular, the prevalence of human trafficking in post-conflict areas 

contributes to instability in these countries for years after peace agreements are reached 

and arms laid down. In this class, we'll examine some of the factors that contribute to the 

presence of human trafficking in post-conflict areas, including violence against women 

during conflict; the development of irregular migration patterns; the possible role played 

by UN and other peacekeeping forces; and economic development in rural and urban 

settings. Thus, not only will we examine the nature of human trafficking, but investigate 

some of the most prominent challenges facing domestic governments and the 

international community in post-conflict areas--and how these might be approached in 

order to ensure the protection and liberty of traditionally marginalized and vulnerable 

groups. 

 

Expected outcomes 

1.  A thorough understanding of the mechanisms of global human trafficking. 

2.  Comprehension of the factors in post-conflict areas that give rise to human 

trafficking, as well as national and international responses to these factors and the 

ability to assess these responses critically. 

3.  A better appreciation of the multiplicity of issues that must be addressed in 

international development and post-conflict settings, and of the 

interconnectedness of security situations in different countries through the 

examination and discussion of selected factors that foster and maintain human 

trafficking. 

 

Required texts 

 There is no required text for this class.  Instead, we will be reading a variety of 

scholarly articles, governmental and non-governmental reports, and analyses from 

international organizations and human rights advocacy groups, which will be made 

available on Blackboard. 

 

Class format 

 This class will be almost entirely discussion-based, with occasional (brief) 

lectures to fill in informational gaps in the readings about the nature of the conflicts we 

study.  Therefore, it is essential that students come to class having read the assignment, 
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prepared questions, and noted interesting points to raise in class. There will be three 

papers over the course of the semester: two shorter essays (1,200 words) and a longer 

final essay (2,000 words).  The topics for these essays will evolve from the content of our 

class discussions, making attendance in class all the more critical.  Grades will be 

determined based on these three assignments (20% each for the shorter essays, 40% for 

the final essay) and class participation (20%).  Attendance per se will not be evaluated, 

but if you are not in class you will not be able to participate and will not be prepared to 

address the paper topics. 

 

Honor Code 

The Honor Code and the Campus Code, embodying the ideals of academic honesty, 

integrity, and responsible citizenship, have for over 100 years governed the performance 

of all academic work and student conduct at the University. Acceptance by a student of 

enrollment in the University presupposes a commitment to the principles embodied in 

these codes and a respect for this most significant University tradition. Your participation 

in this course comes with the expectation that your work will be completed in full 

observance of the Honor Code. Academic dishonesty in any form is unacceptable, 

because any breach in academic integrity, however small, strikes destructively at the 

University's life and work. If you have any questions about your responsibility or the 

responsibility of faculty members under the Honor Code, please consult with someone in 

either the Office of the Student Attorney General (telephone: 919-966-4084) or the Office 

of the Dean of Students (telephone: 919-966-4042). For additional information about the 

Honor Code and Student Code of Conduct, please refer to the Honor System website 

http://honor.unc.edu/ 

 

 

Class schedule 

  

Unit One: Introduction to human trafficking 

January 13: First day of class—no reading. Review of syllabus, personal introductions, 

and a discussion of why you are in this class and why this topic is important to us. 

 

January 20:  

- Cameron & Newman, Trafficking in Humans: chapters ―Understanding 

Trafficking‖ and ―Human Trafficking: Structural Factors‖, 2008. 

- Rehn & Sirleaf, Women, War, Peace: The Independent Experts’ Assessment on 

the Impact of Armed Conflict on Women and Women’s Role in Peace-Building: 

Introduction. 

Overview of how trafficking in people functions on a global level, introduction to the role 

of gender both during a conflict and the rebuilding process. 

 

January 27: 

- United Nations, Palermo Protocol 

- UN Global Initiative to Fight Trafficking, Vienna Forum: Results 
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- Surtees, ―Trafficking and Traffickers in Southern and Eastern Europe: 

Considering the Other Side of Human Trafficking.‖ European Journal of 

Criminology, 2008. 

Looking at both sides of the trafficking equation: international instruments to address the 

problem, and traffickers’ reasons for trafficking and methods for adapting. 

 

Unit Two: Violence against women and children during conflict—Sierra Leone 

February 3: 

- Brownmiller, ―Making Female Bodies the Battlefield‖ and MacKinnon, ―Rape, 

Genocide, and Women’s Human Rights‖ in Mass Rape: The war against women 

in Bosnia-Herzegovina (Stiglmayer, ed.), 1994. 

- Human Rights Watch: ―We’ll Kill You if You Cry: Sexual Violence in the Sierra 

Leone Conflict‖: sections IV and V, 2003. 

Theoretical aspect of rape/sexual violence as a weapon of war, background on the 

conflict in Sierra Leone and sexual violence during that conflict. 

 

February 10: 

- Barnes, Albrecht, & Olson, ―Addressing Gender-Based Violence in Sierra Leone: 

Mapping Challenges, Responses, and Future Entry Points,‖ 2007. 

The effect of gender-based violence on development and recovery in the post-conflict 

period, connections to human trafficking, and policy responses. 

 

Unit Three: Displacement, borders, and irregular migration—Cambodia 

February 17: Essay 1 due 

- Rehn & Sirleaf, Women, War, Peace: The Independent Experts’ Assessment on 

the Impact of Armed Conflict on Women and Women’s Role in Peace-Building: 

―Forced to Flee‖ chapter. 

- Curtis, Cambodia Reborn? The transition to democracy and development: 

Chapter 2, 1998. 

How conflict leads to displacement and the effects of displacement on the population, 

overview of Cambodia conflict. 

 

February 24: 

- Nydberg-Sorensen, Van Hear, & Engberg-Pederson, ―The migration-development 

nexus: evidence and policy options,‖ 2002. 

- Kapur, ―Migrant women and the legal politics of anti-trafficking interventions‖ in 

Trafficking in Humans (Cameron & Newman, ed.), 2008 

Links between migration and development and migration and human trafficking, policy 

responses for dealing with displaced populations. 

 

Unit Four: Peace-keeping forces and trafficking—Bosnia-Herzegovina 

March 3: 

- Agathangelou & Ling, ―Desire Industries: Sex Trafficking, UN Peacekeeping, and 

the Neo-Liberal World Order,‖ 2003. 

- Neuffer, The Key to My Neighbor’s House: Chapter 1, 2001. 



Establish relationship between peace-keeping forces and sex trafficking, overview of 

Bosnian conflict. 

 

March 17: 

- Mendelsson, ―Barracks and Brothels‖ 

- Allred, ―Human Trafficking and Peacekeepers‖ in Strategies Against Human 

Trafficking: The Role of the Security Sector (Friesendorf, ed.), 2009. 

The nature of the relationship between peace-keeping forces and sex trafficking in 

Bosnia, policy responses. 

 

Unit Five: Poverty and development—South Africa 

March 24: 

- Sassen, ―Women’s Burden: Counter-Geographies of Globalization and the 

Feminization of Survival,‖ 2002. 

- Human Rights Watch, ―Half-Hearted Reform: The Official Response to the 

Rising Tide of Violence‖: Introduction, 1993. 

Connections between economic development and women’s empowerment, overview of 

South African conflict. 

 

March 31: 

- Bermudez, ―No Experience Necessary: The Internal Trafficking of Persons in 

South Africa,‖ 2008. 

- UNESCO, ―Human Trafficking in South Africa: Root Causes and 

Recommendations,‖ 2007. 

- Carter & May, ―One Kind of Freedom: Poverty Dynamics in Post-apartheid South 

Africa,‖ 2001. 

Mapping poverty within South Africa, links between poverty and human trafficking, 

policy responses to dealing with income inequality. 

 

Unit Six: Additional challenges, addressing the problem 

April 7: Essay 2 due 

- Holmes, ―Human Trafficking & Corruption: Triple Victimisation?‖ and Schreier, 

―Human Trafficking, Organised Crime & Intelligence‖ in Strategies Against 

Human Trafficking: The Role of the Security Sector (Friesendorf, ed.), 2009. 

Additional challenges to be considered when formulation policy responses: the role of 

corruption and organized crime. 

 

April 14: 

- Rehn & Sirleaf, Women, War, Peace: The Independent Experts’ Assessment on 

the Impact of Armed Conflict on Women and Women’s Role in Peace-Building: 

―Prevention‖ and ―Reconstruction‖ chapters 

- Bell & O’Rourke, ―Does Feminism Need a Theory of Transitional Justice? An 

Introductory Essay,‖ 2007. 

Incorporating women’s voices and mainstreaming gender issues in transitional justice 

systems and rebuilding programs, how this contributes to the fight against trafficking. 

 



April 21: 

No reading. Development of counter-trafficking proposals for post-conflict settings in 

small groups. 

 

April 28: 

Presentation of proposals, criticisms and responses from the rest of the class. 

 

May 5: Final essay due  

 

*Syllabus Note: 

The Instructor reserves the right to amend the contents of this syllabus. Students will be advised of any 

changes in a timely manner.  

 

 

 


